Cranab FC45

Cranab FC45
The forestry crane that gives the best to the

cranes. It is therefore also based on the

with equal power throughout the entire area.

best. The Cranab FC45 has been developed

professional demands the forest imposes,

The construction is robust yet light, and is

for users who know that quality always pays

with quality down to the finest detail. Parking

suited to many different kinds of application.

in the end.

positions, hosing, hydraulics and high-quality

The slewing assembly naturally has double

Providing the optimum alternative to smal-

materials provide the perfect complement!

slewing cylinders for extra power.

ler forwarders and agricultural tractors, where

The Cranab FC45 is available in two

As always, Cranab’s well-routed hosing

the crane makes the difference - without

versions, with either a single or double

provides superior operating reliability and

shortcuts or compromises!

telescopic outer boom. The latter offers ex-

smoothness. Various valve options can be

The Cranab FC45 and its attractive design

cellent reach, for thinning. The linking outer

supplied, mounted in a practical way directly

solutions are inspired by our larger forwarding

boom ensures a wide field of movement,

on the foot of the crane.

FC45 DT

FC45

Range of movement.

Technical data Tele:
Max. reach

Technical data Double Telescopic:

		

6.1 m

Lifting force at tip of boom:
at reach

Max. reach

		

8.0 m

Lifting force at tip of boom:
at reach

3.0 m

1120 kg

3.0 m

990 kg

4.6 m

765 kg

4.8 m

650 kg

6.1 m

570 kg

8.0 m

355 kg

White area: the crane´s
range of movement.

Size

Slewing torque, gross

13.5 kNm

Slewing torque, gross

13.5 kNm

Lifting torque, gross

45.6 kNm

Lifting torque, gross

45.6 kNm

Slewing angle		

380°

Slewing angle		

380°

Boom extension		

1.55 m

Boom extension		

3.21 m

19 MPa

Working pressure		

Working pressure		
Recommended oil flow
Suitable for large agricultural tractors/small
forwarders

Weight without unit, rotator and oil

40-80 l/min
650 kg

Recommended oil flow
Weight without unit, rotator and oil

19 MPa
40-80 l/min
795 kg
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